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Delegation of certain formalities to another entity would not disentitle developer from 
the deductions under IT Act 

In DCIT v. Sahara India Sahkari Awas [ITA Nos.2481 & 2482/Del/2011 and CO Nos.221 
& 222/Del/2011 decided on July 19, 20201] Sahara India Sahkari Awas (“the 
Respondent”), a cooperative society of Sahara India group and is engaged in the business 
of development and construction of residential and commercial units had executed a 
developer agreement with M/s Sahara India Commercial Corporation Ltd. (“SICCL”). 

The assessing officer, while concluding the assessment proceedings observed that, the 
Respondent is not eligible to claim the deduction under section 80IB(10) of the Income 
Tax Act, 1961 (“the IT Act”) since it does not fulfil the conditions laid down in the said 
section. Further, observed that the Respondent is not a ‘developer’ so as to avail the 
benefit of the provision. 

The Hon’ble Income Tax Appellate Tribunal, Delhi observed that the condition of the 
developer was decided and allowed in the initial years of claim. Therefore, without 
disturbing the assessment for the initial assessment year it is not open to the Revenue to 
make disallowance of such deduction in the subsequent years by taking a contrary stand.  

Further, merely appointing SICCL as a contractor for the development and construction 
of the project cannot lead to the conclusion that the said activities were not carried on by 
the Respondent. Since the Respondent is bearing the entire risks and responsibilities 
relating to the project and SICCL was appointed only to execute the project. 

Furthermore, agreed with the Respondent’s contention that merely because certain 
procedural formalities were delegated to SICCL, it would not render SICCL as the 
developer of the project since the money collected by SICCL was on behalf of the 
Respondent only and on the authorization of the Respondent and not in its independent 
capacity.  

Therefore, a delegation of certain formalities on behalf of the Respondent would not 
cease the Respondent as being rendered as a developer of the project. 

 

Online GST Course by Bimal Jain 

Recorded: Certified Advanced GST Course 

Course Details: Certificate of Participation will be Provided, Free GST Updates on E-mail, 
WhatsApp, Telegram for 1 Year, Background Material and PPT will be Provided on the 

http://www.a2ztaxcorp.com/
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downloadable basis, Total 21 Recorded Sessions (60 Hours), will be available for 120 hours 
or 60 Days whichever expires earlier. 

For Registration:- https://cutt.ly/hxjl5Cu 

Recorded: GST Course on Exports, Deemed Exports, SEZ, Imports, Merchandise Exports, 
Inverted Duty Structure (including Refunds) 

Course Details: 6 Online Recorded Sessions of 2.30Hrs each with Background Material 
(BGM) 

For Registration:- https://cutt.ly/pvw7mzl 

For more details, Call: +91-8076563802, E-mail: intern@a2ztaxcorp.com, Web: 
www.a2ztaxcorp.in 
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